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DEVELOPMENT SURVEYS: RURAL AND
FINANCIAL.
Part One.
SUGGESTIONS TOWARDS A NATIONAL POLICY FOR AGRICULTURE.^
I.
THE first and greatest fight of the agricultural reformer in England
and countries simitarly situated is over the question whether
anything material can tje done for the safety of ttie nation in time
of emergency; whether the country can tje made to grow a materiat
part, if not the whote, of its foodstuffs. Is it worth while fussing
over a few thousands or even hundreds of thousands acres more or
less of home grown food ? Wilt that materialty alter the problem
of transport and independence in time of war ?
Those who tend to think onty in terms of industries and towns
do not see that a little more or less, one or two million quarters of
wheat, makes any serious difference. Frankly they are more
inclined to view the question as academical, as some philanthropic
fad, not as a primary and vital matter. They are resigned in
advance to see the country irremediably obliged to import most of
its food and, perhaps, incidentatty to make a tittte money over it.
The second probtem is mainty sociological: it concerns the
internal physiology of the nation. Can the balance between urban
and rural populations be re-established? Each with its own
virtues and specific qualities. Can agricutture be revived on a
sound economic basis ? Essentially the probtem comes to this:
What is the tand fit for? How much of it is avaitabte for
profitabte agriculture? How can it best be utitized? And inci-
dentally what opportunity does it offer for returned sotdiers and
saitors who cannot or are unwitting to be absorbed by industry ?
Unfortunatety agricutturists are rather handicapped in answer-
ing these questions. They may have seen with their own eyes that
the country may tje made nearly indejjendent, and that the question
looms targe; but they are quite unable to base their conclusions on
statistics or reiiabte data. Some, like Dr. Russelt, dare not pubticly
put their estimates of the possibte new wheat area at atjove 600,000
acres or so per annum. Others tatk of millions and millions of
acres.
1. An abstract of this paper was published in the Sociologioal Sevitw, Vol. xii,
Mo. 1, 1920.
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Going through official documents or books on agriculture, one
is struck by the divergence of opinions as to the acreage of land
capable of coming under the plough. Nobody is able to form an
even approximate estimate. The truth is there is no real basis for
even a guess at it.
The best that can be done apparently is to go back to the arable
area in the sixties or seventies. There is no need to emphasize the
arbitrary character of that basis in estimating the redeemable area
of arable. It is only necessary to consult the agricultural history
of the land as outlined by Dr. Gilbert Slater. It is clear from this
that to pretend to take as a starting point for the conversion of
ploughland to grassland and for the estimation of arable land any
time after the completion of the last Enclosure Act or any date in
the sequence of seven centures, is futile. Even if we were to revert
to the Doomsday Book, we should not have a sure basis for know-
ing what was ploughed in England at one time, less still what
might be profitably tilled in future.
It is not necessary to presume that during any period alt the
tand was under the plough. Much undoubtedly was timbered, or
grazed. Much was farmed unprofitabty. Ttie poputation was
extremely small in comparison with the present one. Neverthe-
less, a good deal of tand must have been cultivated that was fit for
the plough and has reverted to grass and conversely.
What is obvious is that nobody knows the extent to which the
land may be cultivated by basing statistics on any ploughed area
at any given time during the last eight centuries.
Now we cannot say what ouglit to be done unless we know
what extent of land we have at our disposal. And since reliable
data is lacking we have no means of knowing that without carrying
through a preliminary survey. It is quite futile to confuse scientific
calculations with astute guesswork.
II.
Mr. Benchara Branford in his remarkable book, "A New
Chapter in the Science of Government," puts the question in a
nutshell when he says that the new policy must have a functional
woof and a geographical warp. If this is the case, as seems
probabte to the writer, we are in the singutar position of having a
woof but no warp, and so cannot proceed usefutly to weave our
web.
Now in spite of the fact that we have a vast amount of resources
available for an agricultural reconstruction how is it so little is
done, that no far-reaching policy is planned? How is it that
agriculture does not revive ? Of course we are yet to see the effects
of the new prices of 95 and 100 shillings a quarter of wheat. But
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even if this leads to a revival of interest in wheat growing, perhaps
to a relative prosperity of some 200,000 farmers, it is but a side
issue, one of the problems.
All the materials are on the spot, and yet the house does not
rise. The materials remain idle. Why ? Largely because they
are scattered, unrelated, unconnected, unsystematised. They are
but the woof. The warp is wanting. The web cannot tje made.
What is the warp? Regionalism.
We want to bring together atl those functional resources, but
on the basis of agricultural geography, of agricultural regions, on
the one hand, and on more effective centralisation on the other.
The two terms of centralisation and regionalism are not contra-
dictory or even opposed. They are reciprocating elements in a
single process, as Mr. Benchara Branford insists. Both move-
ments of integration and analysis are indeed complementary.
But it should be evident tliat there cannot be a real integration
of the wrong units. There cannot be a genuine adjustment or
organisation of parts which are purely artificial, and have no real
entity or individuality. What can be had on such a basis of the
actual political units—counties, parishes? It is perhaps not
impossible to quote parishes or counties that have a natural basis,
that form a natural ensemble. But on the whole, such units are
purely arbitrary and artificial, not geographical or naturat.
Before you synthetise, you must analyse. The analysis must
be in terms of natural regions and districts. The Ecotogical
Society is making efforts to define such naturat regions. But the
true basis of a definition of regions of man's work and tife is the
Agriculturat Survey for whose institution the present paper is a
plea.
Political or administrative units which cut across naturat units or
regions, severing common interests and solidarities, may have tjeen
all right in times past when consciously or unconsciously the
shibboleth of Government was : Divide ei imfera and the main
aim was political domination. But with a new conception of
Government the tangle becomes simpty bewildering when one is
confronted not with one patchwork of purely arbitrary and artificial
divisions, but with atjout a score or so of similar patchworks, all
equally unreal and fanciful, alt products of uttra-specialized depart-
mental isolation, including agricutturat education, the Post Office,
the Labour Exchange, Food Commissioners, Coat Commissioners,
Live Stock Commissioners, Ministries of Nationat Service, Educa'
tion, Heatth and War, Petty Sessionat Divisions, Rurat iDistricts,
Registration, Parliamentary, Administrative, etc.*
1. Of. " D«ToIation 1 A B^onsl Movmtent." By H. J. PMke. Sodotoficd
, VoL xi, no. t , ltl*.
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Here, then, are a muttitude of patchwork administrative areas
without liaison, and without sotid tjasis. For various purposes, a
man or an area may tje in twenty several and disconnected
divisions, which have no possible inter-relation at any tevet or
stage, except at Westminster. How can economy and efficiency
be reatised in this apotheosis of Red Tape ?
But a new confusion has arisen out of the fact that many
fervent protagonists of regionalism, while referring to geographical
regions or provinces, simply mean the time-honoured, if in most
cases equally artificial, counties, boroughs or parishes.
It should be borne in mind that these are not in any sense
geographical or natural divisions, and that no advantage witl
accrue from devotution on such bases, even were it possible. The
real basis of regionalism is to be found in the natural environment,
climate and soil, topography and rock, vegetation and agriculture,
as determining and expressed in human activities and products,
and {heir historical and social consequences. But this bears no
relation to county or borough boundaries, or to divisions tjased on
the amount of population or any other similar consideration.
The provinces, regions and pays, as suggested and outlined by
H. J. Peake, certainly come nearer to the true geographical concep-
tion of the word region, but it seems necessary after alt to go back
to the lines defined by William Marshall, the founder of the Board
of Agriculture at the end of the 18th century, and to develop them
and bring them up to date. Regionalism, I submit, is the founda-
tion of a new geographical distribution. Regionalism cannot be
arrived at by any other method than an Agricultural Survey, which
ascertains what can be done and what is done with each plot of
land, which defines what kind of activity man can best develop
within a given natural environment, what is or should be the
natural avocation of each part of the land, what are its speciat
economic and .social interests, what type of occupation, mode of
living, working, mode of thinking and feeling of its inhabitants,
actuat and possibte.
Once regionatism is properly defined and established, peopte
with a common habitat and environment, with common or comple-
mentary activities and interests and needs, sentiments and affec-
tions, thoughts and feelings and institutions, will tje reunited by a
common bond of solidarity. They may he made conscious of it.
And out of a greater attachment for their region a new feeling of
citizenship may arise and flourish, a basis for that greater citizen-
ship which arises when the peopte of one unit or one region more
ctearty reatize their interdependence and retationship with other
simitar units, as the severat but interdependent organs of a singte
body. Then it will tje possible to integrate and organise thoae
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natural units and weld them into more comprehensive adminis-
trative and political units.
This principle was really at the bottom of the location of many
important agricultural schoots and colleges, e.g., of Wye for Kent,
of Chelmsford for East Anglia, of Cirencester for the Upper
Thames region, of Reading and Aberystwyth and others which I
shall not attempt to enumerate. Indeed it never can be absent
from the mind of true agriculturists.
Regionalism will vitalize all those functional elements and
resources that are inchoate. It will define their aims and functions,
make their work more concrete, and bring them in closer touch
with realities.
Each region will feel more keenly interested alike in its
environment, geology and .subsoil, in its climate and botany, in
its work of engineering, drainage, rectamation, improvements; in
its specific needs of breeds and seeds, of treatment of soil, of
cropping and economics, of pathology, etc. Such in.stitutions of
research, experiment and teaching will be vitalized by having their
task at once more concrete and in more intimate touch with life
and work, and common local needs. They will also respond to the
moral and material interest of the regional community, and tjenefit
by a closer inter-relation of research and practical experience.
In such a manner also, occupationalism as expressed in Trades-
Unions, Guilds, syndicates and financial groups, which tend to cut
across all geographical, local, or nationat interests, will be duly
moderated and take a better perspective view of things. The basis
of att this, I repeat, is the Agricultural Survey.
III.
There are a great many returns on production and the value of
the land. The excise officers, the land valuers, have accumulated
mountains of documents coming from land-owners, farmers, and
smallholders of every .sort. Unfortunately they are alt in the form
of cotumns and tabtes of figures, occasionally also of graphs and
diagrams, and alt these cotumns and figures do not speak to the
mind, do not enabte anyone to make a synopsis, far less a synthesis,
to visuatise or reatise the actual situation. They are dissevered
from their causes and origins, of situation, environment, etc
What we really need is a map of utilization of the tand, showing
how each parcel is actualty used; a statisticat map.
In this sense, the greatest approximation so far reached on any
scate is a sketch or succession of sketches made by Sir Daniet Hall
and Dr. Russett for Kent, Sussex, and Surrey. They show by
means of stipples the proportion of acres devoted to various crops.
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such as wheat, potatoes, mangels, and hops. But they are more
in the nature of charts. I have had no opportunity to see the maps
made in Nottinghamshire by the County Councils or those made
by Norfolk by some of the staff of the Cambridge School of
Agriculture. The onty effort to my knowtedge made in the
direction of a map is the isolated effort of Mr. C. C. Fagg for
Croydon, on the one-inch scate, and for the parish of Downe, on
the six-inch scate. They are only the utilisation part of a long
series of maps, geological, topographical, climatic, botanical,
historical, even occupational and sociological, which were carried
through in the first stages of the war under the greatest difficulties.
I have no doubt that similar maps exist for estates locked up also
in the desks of bailiff's, stewards, surveyors and landowners. But
one thing may be certain, namely, that they are unstandardized,
unrelated, and in general, difficult of use, if available at atl.
Now, the mode of using agricultural tand varies from year to
year, -according to the rotations or ideas of the holder or occupant,
and such maps ought to be made every year for four or five years, in
order to give a complete idea of the use of the land. Once in possession
of each datum, there should be no real difficulty in expressing synop-
ticatty on one map the use to which the land is put. The process of
recording these facts could appreciably tje shortened by entisting
the hetp of owners and farmers. The utilization map of the parish
of Downe is the resutt of a totat of twetve hours of work by Mr.
Fagg. But I do not offer this figure as that of the time in which
everybody or the average surveyor may do it in. First, Mr. Fagg
had in hand an excellent method which he had contrived himsetf
and of which he was a master. As against this, however, I have
it from Mr. Fagg that many questions tjesides that of putting down
what he saw, occupied his time and attention. The author, I
understand, submitted his scheme to the Board of Agricutture.
As for the stock, again I tiave it from Mr. Fagg, who devoted a
great deat of thought to the subject, that, altjeit delicate, the
problem is by no means insuperable, and that he has devised means
of arriving at an approximation probably greater than that obtained
by other means.
But tet us go a step further. What we reatly need for construc-
tive purposes is a productivity map. We cannot take it for granted
that all the land is properly utilized, according to its tjest capacity,
nor can we take it as a postutate that the yietd of every acre is tlie
best that can be tiad. There is farming and farming, and from
official testimony, one may tje sure that there are enormous wastes
on most farms and tjeyond this a good deat of productive tand goes
to waste.
We want to approach the question just as a skilled and
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scientific, yet systematic, agriculturist would when he has recently
got hold of an estate and sets to himsetf the problem of making
the most of it. He would first, even before buying, survey it
carefully, each and every parcel of it, examine and study its lie,
slope, aspect, exposure, the drainage, natural and artificial, the
rock, subsoil and soil, have it analysed; see what each and every
plot of tand can be adapted for, estimate roughly its yield. He
would then sit down and plot all this on a map and take a synoptic
view of the problem, having regard to adjacent interests, facilities
of access, roads and drainage, and so forth, balancing and altering
the various parts so as to fit his various needs. He would then
organize and plan his fields, roads, and buildings for a maximum
of practical efficiency in handling.
Doubtless the problem of the individual owner is infinitely
simpler than that of a nation, in proportion as the various needs
and interests of a nation transcend individual necessities and
interests. But the process of systematic planning is essentially
the same, in the sense that the basis is the productivity map. What
can be best done with each part and parcet of the land ?
We thus come to the conception of a double survey : —
1. A utilization survey, recording statistically what is
actually done with the land.
2. A productivity survey, recording the best potential use
of the land with a view to a maximum production.
The first to be carried on by the ordinary surveyor with a
working knowledge of agriculture and the land.
The second to be worked out by a staff of experienced, scientific,
and progressive agriculturists. They could be worked out in
combination or simultaneously.
Then, and onty then, is tlie situation ready for the sociologist
and economist, and a third series of investigations, with a view to
formulating social policy, could be instituted. Once in possession
of such data synoptically presented, the sociologist would step in
to spot, locate and combine all the common, complementary or
conflicting interests. There is not only the question of food
supply, but that of industry, of afforestation, of grazing, of sports
and games, of housing and health, of sociat amenities, inctuding
historical interests, public or official needs, etc.
Into the sociological side of rural planning, at once so delicate
and controversial, I do not propose to enter. My point is to
suggest that the sociologist or statesman shoutd have a sotid and
concrete basis of data, presented in a synthetic, working and sug-
gestive way, and I submit that the double survey here outlined is
necessary, indeed urgent, and that without it no serious work can
be hoped to tje undertaken.
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IV.
I now wish to ittustrate the practicat bearings of the doubte
agricutturat survey, by taking one by one the various aspects of the
Land Question as found in the Report of the Land Enquiry Com-
mittee ot I913.
1. Small Holdings. We read that " in certain districts hotd-
ings under 50 acres are the economic units, just as in other districts
hotdings of 500 to 1,000 acres are the economic units."
This is quite sound. But how are we to know those various
districts unless on the basis of a productivity or potentiat survey,
survey No. 2, as outlined above?
2. The Wage Question. I have no wish to tje controversial.
The fact is, that a minimum wage for farm labourers has been
studied, perhaps enacted, by the Wage Board. The resutt is sure
to be in many cases that farmers wilt prefer to convert their land
into grass rather than risk the increased expenditure Involved, and
the uncertainty of new conditions. This may be sound business
from the standpoint of the individuat farmer. But it may tje the
nation's business to see that tand is not converted into grass or
otherwise wasted, shoutd it be proved that that land could produce
three or four times or more foodstuffs by a reform of farming and
business methods on modern tines of efficiency. I do not wish to
advocate this or the other poticy or to take sides. At the same
time, I may recall that it has tjeen pointed out by more than one
writer, and in more than one official report, that land ownership
is in the nature of a monopoly, just as coal-mine ownership, and
the interest transcends that of private ownership and is the whole
nation's interest. The teast that can tje done is to put it on record
that here is a portion of tand vatuabte, but now tying practicatty
idte and avaitabte in time of emergency. An Agricutturat Survey
woutd reveat such deficiencies and possibilities.
Again wages may vary from district to district according to
the expenses of working the land and the possible returns from it.
An Agriculturat Survey woutd indicate the ctass of tand.
3. Rural Housing. The number of cottages depends on the
number of famities not onty actually on the land, but potentially
to tje emptoyed or settled, whether as labourers or smatl holders or
in any other capacity. This numtjer of families again is targety a
function of the productive potentiatity of each naturat district.
This can onty tje ascertained and marked by a survey.
Again such a survey would tje a necessary preliminary step to
placing or locating the cottages, whether in groups of villages, or
isolated, with due regard to health, convenience of work, utilization
of tand, amenities, and all other considerations.
4. The question of ttie Access of agricultural labourers to the
land, of t^lotmenis, small holdings. These matters bear a clear
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relation to the potentiality of the land as exhibited by an Agricul-
turat Survey. Provision for increase of poputation and the settte-
ment of sons and daughters shoutd receive proper attention on the
same basis.
Opportunities for settlers, ex-service men for instance and
primarity, are now an absolutely unknown quantity. Whereas
the Dominions are able to attract ex-soldiers and sailors and others
by tangible offers, we are unable to say how many broad acres are
avaitabte under one scheme or another, and where they are and
what they are fit for. As I have attempted to show, computations
of acres based on what was done in '70, in '50 or '15 are for the
most part without value. We simpty do not know. Is it not
atjout time we had accurate knowtedge?
5. Acquisition of Land Ify the County Councils. County
Councils ought to know where are the particular districts tjest
suited to their purposes, and how much tand is availabte, and atl
particulars about it. How can they do it advisedly without a
preliminary survey of the whole county? Or must they continue
to buy in a haphazard manner or as opportunity offers?
6. To determine where and what game can be toterated near
agricultural areas, a survey is indispensable.
7. The length of tenure again is largely determined by the ctass
of land, cost of working, initial improvements, etc., which are
studied and expressed by the Agricutturat Survey.
8. State-aided Purchase. To fix prices and rents requires some
notion of the quatity and situation of the tand. Surely prices and
rents, even in England, ought to bear some relation to ttie produc-
tivity and working of the tand.
9. If it is proposed to .set up Land Courts to fix fair prices and
rents, to fix the length of tenure and appraise the value of improve-
ments, what tjetter, indeed what other, basis than an Agricuttural
Survey as outtined ?
10. Simitarly for the rating of sporting land and private amenity
tand, a fair basis is supplied by our survey.
11. Finally, as a solid ground for agricutturat credit, two
securities ultimatety count; namely, character of tlie borrower and
the potentiatity of the tand, and for the tatter I see no ottier means
of vatuation on a large scale than an Agricultural Survey.
As a practicat suggestion, what of applying that half mittion
sterting recently earmarked for the land vatuation staff to the object
set forth atjove ? It would be more than enough to launch such a
survey as we propose. And since the five millions sterling con-
sumed in that valuation are henceforth usetess, why not at teast
take advantage of the tjest etetnents of the staff thus set in motion
and apply them to this new task?
HARDY.
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Part Two.
A REGIONAL ECONOMY BASED ON REGIONAL SURVEYS.
To many the term Finance raises a somewhat alarming conception,
as of a subject attogether too abstruse and mysterious for anyone
but the life-long initiated to understand, or to deal with. Hut on
close examination not a little of its mysteriousness turns out to tje
very much of the nature of a " bc^ey."
To begin with, one must avoid confusing Finance with money,
or even banking, large subjects which are, however, portions,
though essential portions of ttie machinery of finance. The clue to
the understanding of Finance Is to realise that it is concerned
chiefly with determining the end to which this machinery shall tje
used, and then assuring its application to this end. What purpose
shatt the machinery of credit be made to serve? That is the
financier's first question. And since money is merely an index of
and a claim on resources, the practical question is how shall the
available resources tje utilized in an agreed scheme of action.
, What Finance, as a technique, has to deal with is the disposal of
resources for further development, and the customary name for
these collective resources is Capital. The assumptions made or
implied are first that the capital shall be used to produce the
maximum return from the economic standpoint, and secondly (more
dubiousty), that the social vatue of the produce is justifiable.
Now the practice of finance being what it is, and business men
being what they are, can we assume that what is by them judged
most desirabte on economic grounds wilt prove of the greatest sociat
vatue, and conversely, that what is of the highest social vatue witl
appear worth while to financiers and entrepreneurs? Merely to
state these questions is to make a criticism, not onty of current
financiat practices, but also of much that passes for sound theory
on the subject. For whilst there are many workers and students in
the*fietd of finance, such a co-ordination and appraisement of their
work and their studies has not yet been reached which woutd raise
the subject to the level of a science. The evidences of confusion
on this subject are on every hand. A welt-known City magnate,
speatcing the other day, wound up a homity on potitics, education,
industry, and morats, by saying, "Capital is simply the surplus
savings set aside to produce more wealth; and to consume it instead
of conserving it is the quickest of all roads to ruin." Yet evwy
accountant knows, and every batance sheet tetls, that the capital of
a given business is the'sum of atl its resources at any given moment
of time, and knows too that to conserve it without consuming'it is
of alt roads whatsoever the surest to ruin. A cynic indeed might be
pardoned for interpreting the homity as meaning that atl the
resources which our magnate and his friends can obtain control of
are capital, and wjtt tje wisety invested as such by then).
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But to do Lord Inchcape justice, his point, whether he knows it
or not, is, I think, intended to be this, that in the consumption of
resources there shoutd be two objectives : (a) the production of more
weatth, and {b) the maintenance and even the raising of the standard
of tife; and that to these objectives the whote mind and energies
of the nation shoutd be devoted.
If then we admit as an essential objective of Finance the
maintenance, and even the raising of the standard of life. Finance
now appears, no tonger as merely a means by which individuals
or corporate businesses are assisted to the appropriation of profits,
but as nothing more nor less than the science of directing the
collective energies towards national well-being. In other phrasing.
Finance might be defined as the science of the mobilization of
Life-energies, hence the term Social Finance as the title under
which this paper was originatty read.
But, it witt tje asked, how is this view of Finance and its purpose
to be given effect to, even if the argument be conceded ? That, to
be sure, is one of the targest and most difficult of questionsf Alt
that one can here attempt is to indicate a few of the ways in which
a reat co-ordination of energies may be directed through Finance
towards the sociat ends.
Take as an instance of a more Sociat Finance, that of suppties
for the war through which we have just passed. There the urgent
objective of winning the war swept aside alt the ordinary business
rules and conceptions that seemed to stand in the way. Every
energy was bent to producing what was required towards that end
regardless of whether the product could be sold at remunerative
prices. No doubt there was extravagance both in production and
in use, but all war is extravagant, and the main point to observe
is that the targest practicabte output of goods and services was
brought about without any timitation by the pecuniary claims of
individuats. It witl be said, " Yes, but look at the cost! Look at
what we are now having to pay 1'' The reply is that the war has
atready tjeen paid for in energies since the necessary goods and
services have already long ago been forthcoming. [What now
vexes us are reatty the attempts at present tjeing made to attocate
to each of us our share in reptacing goods and services which were
used up in ttie war.] Had the financing of ruined Europe with
goods and services towards constructive ends been as whoteheartedly
entered upon by the tjeltigerent nations at the conclusion of the
war, as was the financing of the war itself towards its destructive
ends, I do not think we shoutd now tje faced by the problem of
whole populations starving and disheartened, and with a constant
menace of new wars. We shoutd at least have had the satisfaction
of seeing some concrete return for the energies so expended, perhaps
something towards that indemnity over the amount and
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apportionment of which the Council of the Allied Nations was
recently squabbting.
Simitarly, had our housing problem been tackled in a like
spirit a practicable solution must have been found; for is not the
proper housing of the workers in peace time as important to tlieir
industriat efficiency as their adequate cantonment in war is to their
mititary efficiency?^
The objective of an improved standard of tife catls then for a
simitar change from the conception of business as subordinating
the job-in-hand to individual claims for profit, to the conception of
first of atl getting the job-in-hand done. Indeed there is a strange
inability of those who are preactiing increased production to see
that any national effort in this direction must have an improved
standard of life as its objective, and that this is by no means
certain if production is subordinated to individual ctaims for profits.
Their inability to see this is clearty the reason why the appeat of
three people has been received so coldly by Labour throughout the
country. That the pursuit of individual profit and the achievement
of social ends are parts of one harmonious process was assumed
by the earlier economists. But it is now questioned on alt sides,
and not teast by the more thoughtful economists. Some economists,
indeed, make precisely the contrary assumptions. In the words of a
well-known writer on Economics: " I t is plain enough that the
discrepancy tjetween productive capacity and current productive
output can readily be corrected, in some appreciable degree at least,
by any sufficient authority that shall undertake to control the
country's industrial forces without regard to pecuniary profit and
loss. Any authority competent to take over the control and regutate
the conduct of the community's industry with a view to maximum
output as counted by weight and tate, rather than by net aggregate
pri£e-income over price-cost, can readily effect an appreciable
increase in the effectuat productive capacity; but it can tje done onty
by violating that democratic order of things within which business
enterprise runs. The several bettigerent nations of Europe showed
in the war that it can tje done, that the sabotage of business
1. As evidence of an attempt towards what mig^t be called a more direct flnanoe,
notice the action taken by the Hoosing Ooild in Manchester. In effect the financier*
haye said, "We have no money to give for housing, since it oSeTs no profit." To
which the HoQsing Onild replies: " We do not propose either to give profit, or to
aak the financier for money. We can get bricks aai mortar on credit, we wtB
oonelT«s do the woric; financial services would, in the situation, be snperflooiis, and
profit, therefore, an overdiarga" It will be obserred that Oie policy of tiw GhaU k
baud on the elatnental fact thai it requires certainly no more bricks and pnaetisally
DO more man-hours now io build a house Uuut it did before ihe War. FniUier, M »
significani beginning in ihe discrimination between social and unsocial pur|iOM, lieie
the nceni nrtrictions by the Ministry of Hadth in regard io whsi is called "
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enterprise can be put aside by sufficientty heroic measures. And
they also showed that they are atl aware, and have atways been
aware, that the conduct of industry on business principles is
incompetent to such a degree indeed as not to be tolerabte in a
season of desperate need, when the nation requires the fult use of
its productive forces, equipment and man-power, regardless of the
pecuniary claims of individuals."
Without going atl the way with this particutar professor of
Economics (who by the way is no sociatist, not even of the chair,
but among the keenest critics of socialism), one might stitt dectare
that " the season of desperate need " is no tess with us now that
the war is over. Indeed, we are being totd by many high authorities
in industry and potitics that without the maximum effort of produc-
tion we shatl inevitably go under in the race of nations. Whether
these same high authorities are prepared to constitute themselves
"a competent authority " and to undertake to controt the country's
industriat forces without regard to profit and loss, is quite another
question. But on this question of maximising the output, as on alt
others, dogma must be put sternty aside. In any scientific discus-
sion of finance, the approach must be atong the line of practical
investigation.
First and foremost it is essential to map out the ground to be
covered. What are :
(a) The material resources to be developed;
(b) the objectives for which the development of these resources
are required;
(c) the resources of human labour which can be brought to bear
upon that development?
Assuming, therefore, our probtem to refer to a definite area—we
shatt require to know everything we can of :
(a) the resources of that area, namety :




(In a word a comptete mapping of atl the relevant physical features.)
(6) the characteristic industries and occupations to which the
area gives rise;
(c) the resutting conditions of human existence, the race or type
and their characteristics and capabitities and their social
customs.
A mere collection of such statisticat information witt of course
be of very little use. It must be summarized in graphic form
and presented as Econcunic Maps, designed and schematized for
the purpose in view. Dr. Marcel Hardy has catted attention to
various initiatives in this direction in his paper on a " National
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Policy in Agriculture." And in urging the need for such maps,
he pointed out that sucti statistical graphs or maps must tje suppte^
mented by others showing possibte devetopments.
To make such a survey shoutd, from the business standpoint,
tje the most elementary piece of common sense, but certainly
nothing so comprehensive has as yet been attempted, or even
suggested by the financiat world. The reason for this lack of
ctMnmonsense procedure is perhaps to be sought in the mental
reaction of habitually seeking individual profit. But even on the
ground of economic working this conception of individuat profit as
the main objective is found to be wasteful in such practicat
investigations as have been carried out by competent observers.
In a recent "survey of waste" made by an American engineer
of high repute the actual fraction of the energy in att the coal
mined in America that gets used in the industriat process, was
found to be incredibty smatt. Nevertheless the colliery business in
America is presumably willingly assisted by the financier, provided
each individuat business can show a profit on its job. To comptete
and complement the survey of coat wastage there is needed in
commonsense procedure a further survey estimating, e.g. the saving
of time, money, and life to tje found by the consumption of coal at
the pit, turning it into etectric power on the spot, and distributing
it by cabte.
I know I shatl be totd that the capital involved in the existing
defective methods would be destroyed, if the recommendations of
the commonsense surveys and reports were carried out, and I
have some sympathy with the point of view of the so-catted vested
interest, but if vested interests cannot attogettier be prevented
from arising, surely the financier shoutd see to it that due provision
by sinking fund or otherwise, is made against this form of
obsotescent capitat.
Good finance is not concemed with any attempt to preserve
dead assets, or to obtain for itsetf the targest amount of commis-
sions. The secret of good finance is the emptoyment of the very
minimum of energies consistent with the efficient attainment of the
object in view. But withal even a finance which is non-wasteful in
its methods may still be harmful if utilized with other object than
ttie maintenance or the raising of the standard of life. Now, as
biotogists tetl us, life results from the interaction of environment
and organism; and apptying this principte in a social sense, we
may say that " the good life" only comes about when the human
organism interacts vividly along the whole social scale, running
through home, viltage, town, city, r^ion, up to the widest timits
of the community. And consideration of these interactions ts
clearly an integral element in Social Finance.
Thtts given our definite area or region to tje developed, we hav«
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seen that an exhaustive stock-taking is necessary as an essentiat
pretimlnary. When this has been done, we shatt have before us a
comprehensive mapping of the existing conditions, and of their
interaction, the area in alt its aspects giving rise to its own
characteristic occupation, and these modifying and being modified
at every step by tlie peopte according to their raciat and personat
characteristics.
Our task then is :
(1) To study each area, its occupations, and its people and to
organize these in the most comprehensive and efficient
manner, constantty devetoping new lines of activity as
these are suggested by experience and study.
(2) Next to organize the inter-relation of different areas and
community groups and to co-ordinate the whole.
(3) As an ultimate and necessary sequel to co-<}rdinate the still
larger geographical areas and communitary groupings so
organized.
Our survey witl at the very outset make apparent that in t-very
area each characteristic occupation has its own characteristic tyjje of
finance. For in reatity the whole matter is intimately bound up
with the question of exchange of goods and services, and can only
tje effectively studied in relation to these.
Take as an instance the business of farming. The financiat needs
of the farmer are in the main enctosed within the compass of the
year extending from harvest to harvest, and are seldom of longer
intervat between expenditure and return. But different types of
farming again differ within this compass. The farmer who is
growing wheat or other corn crops mainty, has to face the expendi-
ture for seed, manures, and labour in the winter and spring, and
for tatxjur during the summer and autumn, and until harvest is
reaped he Is practicalty without any income from which to meet
these expenses. On this basis the curve of his financial require-
ments shows a steady rise for approximatety eteven months of the
year against an income concentrated into one month of the year.
.The curve thus shows sliarply marked extremes which the financier
must take into account in any considerable dealings with the farm-
ing industry. But if we take the case of the dairy farmer we find
a markedly contrasted set of conditions. Against a more or less
regular expenditure for feeding-stuffs and tabour, he customarity
receives a regular fortnightly or monthly payment for the sate of
milk. As a consequence the curve of his financial requirements
shows no such marked extremes, but only very slight rises and falls.
The financial difficulties of the first.named type of farming due
to the extremes mentioned are well known and tiave many undesir-
able results, not the least of these tjeing ttiat crops have often to he
realized far betow their vatue. But the second case indicates one of
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the ways in which these extremes may be avoided and the farmers'
finances stabilized. I suggest in fact that the survey and study
which I am urging shoutd lead to the social financier in^sting
in such a case on the development of every possible supplementary
resource, as an obvious economy of finance.
That this is in the tine of the most recent scientific theory and
practice in agriculture is instanced by the systems of " continuous
cropping" and "soi l ing" so-catted, the economic effectiveness of
which is now futty estabtished.
Again, take the finance of the farm labourer (though perhaps he
has hitherto scarcely been regarded as a subject worttiy of the
attention of the financier I). Much discussion has centred round
the question of a minimum wage. I confess, whltst in every way
willing that the condition of the farm labourer should be improved,
I have every sympathy with the farmer who is asked to pay these
higher wages. The occupations of the farm are subject, according
to ttie type of farming, to more or tess viotent extremes of emptoy-
ment and unemployment, a fact which has no doubt targety deter-
mined the hitherto tow rates, and to pay greatly increased wages
may be quite truly a wholly uneconomic proposition.
Yet a wage which the occupation can economicatly pay, tjeing
duty proportioned to the tabour which it requires and emptoys, may
be wholly inadequate from the standpoint of the labourer, from the
fact that the occupation restricts his market, or affords him only a
very partial market for the labour he has to isetl. We have ttius
to organize a market for his surplus latJour if he is to be enabled to
improve his standard of living. An improvement may so far tje
effected by a re-organization of the farm itself under the more
intensive methods above referred to. But the life and occujjations
of the farm no more cover the whote of the activities of a district
than the farm itself. Thus the re-organization has to be ptanned,
not of individuat or detached farms merely, but in relation to some
larger unit which shoutd be determined tjy geographicat, physicat
and other considerations. Such divisions witt include the varied
characteristics and conditions which determine the tife of the
resident community as a whole, and thus an economy, not of the
farm alone, but of the area has to be worked out. Ttius arises the
idea of a Regionat Economy and the corresponding Regional
Finance. The financing of the farmer and his labourer plainly
necessitates this wider view, and suggests an organized co-ordination
of ttie activities of the community, a bringing of its whote available
energies into touch with the work which it requires to tje done, as
well as the organizing of fresh outlets for these energies. Herein,
for instance, lies one of the principal benefits of ttie revivat of rural
industries of att kinds, in that they provide an outlet for surplus
energies, and in return a surplus income.
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It is of the essence of the process that not onty can this fitting in
be carried out within one occupation, but also as between different
occupations, and moreover in widening circtes titl we pass from
the R^ion to the Nation, and beyond. There is, as we are so often
reminded, an International Finance, and this, taken at its best, is a
rough or ready adjustment to crucje empirical . International
Economy.
As an indispensable pretiminary to all this, the idea of survey
must again be insisted upon, survey not only in detail, but in broad
outline atso. A suggestive survey of the latter type is Prof. Fleure's
tjook, in the " Making of the Future Series," on " H'uman
Geography in Western Europe" with its very illuminating divisions
of (a) Regions of Increment, (6) Regions of Effort, and (c) Regions
of Difficulty; markedly in contrast to the prevailing political and
racial divisions which so often conceal or confuse the essential facts.
For any comprehensive plan of financiat and economic re-construc-
tion, a mapping out of the ground on these tines is of fundamentat
importance, suggesting as it does the pjossibte interptay of one
region with another, and the co-ordination of att. For after all the
main business of Finance Is the organizing of markets and a chain
of ctearing houses. (As an instance of what has been done in
this way and wetl worthy of study, I may refer to the systematic
organization of Agricutture in Germany tjefore the war.) From
one point of view, then, Finance appears as concerned in finding
or organizing markets.
Lest any misapprehension shoutd arise owing to my having
drawn upon agricutture for ittustrations, tet me say here that 1 am
by no means overlooking the need for a similar re-organization in
regard to industries and towns. Whitst I have taken Agricutture
as the basal industry, the need for organizing and integrating the
manifold specialisms in industry is no less urgent. Alt that is
manifestty imptied in the idea of a Regionat Economy, based on
Regionat Surveys.
To take but one instance analogous to that of the farm labourer,
we are now too familiar with the ever-recurring demands for a
minimum wage, and the almost daily requests for a fresh raising of
that minimum irrespective of its economic possibility in retation to
the specific industry invotved. How can this be met untess by a
scientific organizing of industry as a whote ? Nor shoutd the matter
stop there. It is essential that the re-organization shoutd take an
even wider view, and that the conventionat separation tjetween
town and country, between agricutture and industry should so
far cease to exist, and these two complementary and mutUatly
essentiat activities be brought ino a genuine co-ordinaion.
To deal with this aspect of the subject in detail, however, would
tje entirely tjeyond the scope of this paper. It is vividly touched
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Upon by Kropotkin in his " Fields, Factories and Workshops," a
book which is, I believe, little remembered, but which would amply
repay a fresh study at the present time.
I hope then that I have said enough to make clear the r61e I
suggest for the financier which sees him as an estimator of potential
values directing and co ordinating the corresponding energies, and
thus the arbiter of the distribution of resources, but no longer as
exploiter or free lance, but rather as Field Marshal guiding and
directing the movements of an army organized for the definite
purpose, not of loot, but of the conquest of Nature for the service
of the race. JOHN ROSS.
Part Three.
MENTAL RE-ACTIONS.
Is it not of greater importance than is usually recognized, to
emphasize the psychological point of view in discussions of
Finance? What is the mental reaction of finance on att of us
ordinary people of the current type of our day ? In the result is
not"our attention too much directed towards the possibility of
"making some money," as the phrase goes, by hearing of "a good
thing" and acting on/the news, and generalty by obtaining a rise
in capitat vatue without effort? This is 1 believe called the
"science of investment." In so far as ttiese imputses operate, our
attention is to a smaller or greater extent distracted from the attempt
to do better work (and so enricti oursetves and the community too)
towards getting some money out of other peopte by this "sound
system of investment."
It is difficutt to estimate what proportion of modern " capitat "
represents past savings, and what proportion represents mere claims
on future output with no corresponding present assets, but
admittedly there is a proportion of the latter kipd, e.g. att the war
debt ^nd possibly (as many believe) an appreciable proportion of
capitalized commercial values. This possibility of creating claims
with no corresponding present assets constitutes a temptation to
tjecome clever in that kind of finance. Att this tends to devetop
therefore an undesirable type of citizen and to make us att approxi-
mate in greater or tess degree towards ttiat type, in essence that of the
gambter. It is perhaps in what is termed ttie " return for risk" that
we must seek for the root of the process that inflates capitat claims
beyond the savings of thrift. It is suggested that all that element
in the returns made to capital which it is claimed is the "return
for risk" should be socialized, and for two reasons, the one
psychotogical, the other economic. The psychott^icat reason is
ttiat in this way we shoutd divert attention fr<Mn the ctiances of
personal gain through speculation and teave men free to aim at
gain through such methods as breeding Ijeiter stock, and producing
tietter goods, or doing tjetter services to the community. The
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economic reason is that if these risks are pooted on a sufficientty
large scale they witt cancet out and can be met by a tow insurance
rate.
Under such circumstances investments woutd be selected accord-
ing to social considerations and not to the chances of personat gain.
It would then be for the best minds of the di^rict concerned
in the managing of the district banks (to be set up, we witt suppose,
in accordance with Mr. Ross's Surveys) to decide what speculative
risks are to be borne by that bank, perhaps under a stilt more
comprehensive insurance system. Under such a system att the
private person who has saved money woutd have to do, would be to
let the district bank have it at a low rate of interest with the whole
security of the district (and possibly stitt more comprehensive
security) behind it.
How can we approximate towards such a state of things ?
Can we not set on foot tjeside the old finance a new system
which will work in this direction ? There is in normal times a large
amount of capital ready to be invested in anything that will give
security with a comparatively low return. This security should be
provided by a system of insurance and by arranging that the value
of this capital be kept at par by making it possible to withdraw it,
if not at any time, then over a period of years, so that no more say
than one-tenth can be claimed during ony one year. It shoutd,
however, be the custom to repay the whole investment of any
individuat when needed because under such a system nothing like
one-tenth of the whole would be claimed in any year. The constant
buying and setting for specutative purposes woutd tje avoided, so
that any Investor who needed the money coutd practicalty be paid
in full at any time.
So far for the jjsychotogicat reaction on the investor and the
method of dispensing with the specutator. We must consider wtiat
type of business is to be encouraged by the use of capitat. Having
agreed with the Socialists as to the sociatization of the risks, tet us
next agree with the Individuatists as to the desirabitity of a generat
distribution of private property within the capacity of each famity to
handle and manage. If the financiers whom we assume to be in
cliarge of the District Banks set up after the surveys demanded by
Mr. Ross are sociatized in their outtook and have to meet the
demands of a democratic tocat community, they wilt consider the
fietd of investment from the point of view of the reaction of invest-
ments upon the happiness, weatth, and tife of the whole community.
They witt therefore took out for investments which will tend to
distribute these good things as far as possibte over the whole
community. Their practicat aim witl be to provide an environment
that makes a futt life possible to all. They will therefore encourage
all forms of co-operative activity, they will provide for such things
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as Housing, Smalt Holdings, Credit for Guilds, and above all,
perhaps best of atl, they witt encourage inventors and discovery.
One of the worst features of the present system is the
discouragement inventors meet—the difficulty they have in
getting their inventions considered at all, much less suitably
financed, and the not infrequent result that a new invention is
bought up and suppressed by some firm interested in setting things
produced less economically because its capitat is tocked up in
obsolescent machinery.
The general accumulation of a common fund should be a charge
on the profits of the District Banks. If they have, as woutd usually
be the case, a margin beyond the needs of investment they would
devote it to matters of tocal benefit which do not give a direct return,
e.g. negotiations with owners for new footpaths in country districts.
Has anyone reflected that, considering what a source of communal
wett-being and recreation we have in our footpaths through the
fields in this country it is extraordinary that we are only allowed
to use the remnant of those created in the middle ages or eartier
whilst new ones are practicatly never dedicated to the public?
Again, sums could be voted for the upkeep of derelict country-
houses is, parish clubs and of their gardens as common possessions.
Sums could be devoted to the encouragement of music, dancing,
and other forms of art.
There is a great treasury of profit and potential wealth which
would in these ways tje devoted to common purposes were it not
either left dormant or devoted to the pteasures of a few. One of
the many p.sychotogicat reactions of alt this would manifest itself
when peopte made their wilts, issuing it maytje in gifts to the local
community comparable in time to those formerly made to the
Monasteries.
The beginnings of such a system have long been sporadically
at work in connection with various forms of the bettering of
environment and of co-operation, but they have not been organized,
devetoped and unified. But if those interested in the sociatization
of Finance would unite their efforts and develop on some such
lines as those suggested, in connection with the co-operative move-
ment and the Guild movement, they woutd surety entist the support
and sympathy of the churches and indeed of att people of goodwitl,
and the system thus adumbrated should grow till in course of time
it overshadowed the present system, and became the typical finance
of the country. It is open to people to try it. No Sf«cial legislative
enactments are required before starting such a system. It woutd be
greatty helped by enlisting the support of existing co-operative
organizations, but alt it needs is a combination of people of good-
wilt and the hetp of business men who would like to promote a
better and happier world. SYBELLA BRANFORD.
